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Abstract

We propose to achieve the proof-of-principle of the PTOLEMY project to directly detect the
Cosmic Neutrino Background (CNB). Each of the technological challenges described in [1, 2]
will be targeted and hopefully solved by the use of the latest experimental developments and
profiting from the low background environment provided by the LNGS underground site. The
first phase will focus on the graphene technology for a tritium target and the demonstration of
TES microcalorimetry with an energy resolution of better than 0.05 eV for low energy electrons.
These technologies will be evaluated using the PTOLEMY prototype, proposed for underground
installation, using precision HV controls to step down the kinematic energy of endpoint electrons
to match the calorimeter dynamic range and rate capabilities. The second phase will produce a
novel implementation of the EM filter that is scalable to the full target size and which demon-
strates intrinsic triggering capability for selecting endpoint electrons. Concurrent with the CNB
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In tempi anteriori, la materia era in uno 
stato noto come “plasma”, elettroni 
e protoni non erano legati a formare 
atomi neutri e interagivano mutuamente 
emettendo e riassorbendo fotoni. 
In queste condizioni la radiazione 
elettromagnetica, una volta prodotta, 
non era libera di viaggiare indisturbata 
per raggiungere oggi i nostri rivelatori, 
perché era assorbita e riemessa 
incessantemente. 
Vi sono due possibilità per studiare 
l’evoluzione dell’universo in tempi più 
remoti: usare altre particelle, la cui 
presenza lasci una traccia, anche se 
indiretta, su quantità che possiamo 
osservare direttamente, oppure 
adoperare il fatto che ogni particella 
interagisce gravitazionalmente in 
modo, per così dire, “democratico”, 
indipendentemente cioè dalla sua 
particolare natura. L’esempio principe 
della seconda possibilità è la materia 
oscura (vd. p. 31, ndr), della cui 
esistenza abbiamo numerose indicazioni 
indirette legate al campo gravitazionale 
che essa produce, senza il quale 
l’universo ci apparirebbe molto differente 

da quello che osserviamo. 
L’esempio canonico del primo tipo, 
che è quello che qui ci interessa, è 
rappresentato invece dai neutrini. Queste 
particelle, “inventate” dalla fantasia 
visionaria di Wolfgang Pauli nel 1930 per 
“salvare” il principio di conservazione 
dell’energia nel decadimento beta dei 
nuclei, non fi niscono mai di sorprendere 
i fi sici per le loro straordinarie proprietà. 
Come i fotoni, anche i neutrini 
popolano l’universo sin dalle origini. A 
differenza dei primi, interagiscono con 
le altre particelle soltanto attraverso 
le interazioni deboli che, come dice il 
nome, sono molto più fl ebili di quelle 
elettromagnetiche. 
Questo fa sì che il loro ultimo scattering 
abbia avuto luogo in tempi molto più 
remoti, addirittura circa un secondo dopo 
il Big Bang! In quest’epoca, l’universo 
era in piena attività e i neutrini erano 
fra gli attori principali: le loro interazioni 
con protoni, neutroni ed elettroni sono il 
primo passo che porta alla formazione 
dei nuclei leggeri (deuterio ed elio). 
Misurando oggi le abbondanze di 
questi elementi, tenendo anche conto 

di quanto è stato prodotto in tempi più 
recenti dalle stelle, abbiamo un modo 
per studiare com’era fatto l’universo 
nei primi secondi della sua vita e per 
capire meglio le proprietà dei neutrini, in 
modo complementare agli esperimenti di 
laboratorio: ad esempio, se il numero di 
specie di neutrini corrisponde a quanto 
misurato negli acceleratori (cioè tre) 
o se ve ne siano più di tre. I neutrini, 
inoltre, sono dotati di energia e come tali 
producono un loro campo gravitazionale. 
Questo infl uenza, secondo la teoria 
della relatività generale, la velocità di 
espansione dell’universo, che pertanto 
possiamo verifi care in tempi così remoti!

b.
Tempi di ultimo scattering per le 
onde gravitazionali primordiali (10-36 

secondi), i neutrini cosmologici (1 
secondo) e i fotoni della radiazione 
di fondo (380.000 anni). Come 
si vede, i neutrini del Cosmic 
Neutrino Background (Cnb, vd. p. 
26, ndr) forniscono informazioni 
sullo stato dell’universo nei suoi 
primi secondi di vita.
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The Neutrino Sky
The Cosmic Neutrino Background Anisotropy - Linear Theory 6

Figure 2. Sky maps of the primary neutrino power spectra, CΘ
l

, with the dipole
included, for mν = 10−5 eV (top-left), 10−3 eV (top-right), 10−2 eV (bottom-left) and
10−1 eV (bottom-right). The maps have been generated with the same underlying
random numbers with the HEALPIX package [35].

masses and Fig. 2 shows sky map realisations for these spectra.
The massless case (i.e. 10−5 eV) is consistent with the result of [30]. At high l

the spectra are almost identical, and do not depend on the neutrino mass. The reason

for this can be understood from the following argument: Above a certain k-value, kFS,

neutrinos are completely dominated by free-streaming and this k-value is proportional to

mν . In order to convert this to an l-value one then uses the relation lFS ∼ kFSχ∗ (where

χ∗ is the comoving coordinate from which the neutrinos originate) and since χ∗ ∝ m−1
ν

for non-relativistic particles [36], lFS does not depend on mν . Inserting numbers one

finds lFS ∼ 100 which is in good agreement with Fig. 1. At smaller angular scales,

l >∼ lFS, the anisotropy comes from the Sachs-Wolfe effect during radiation domination.

For smaller l-values the anisotropy increases dramatically as the mass increases.

This can be understood as follows. As soon as neutrinos go non-relativistic the ϵk
3qψ

d ln f0

d ln q

term in Ψ̇1 begins to dominate the Boltzmann hierarchy evolution. This quickly makes
the higher l modes increase as well, and the final amplitude simply depends on the time

elapsed after neutrinos go non-relativistic.

The effect can be seen in Fig. 3 which shows the evolution of Ψ1, Ψ2 and Ψ10 for

three different neutrino masses and two different k-values. As soon as neutrinos go

non-relativistic Ψ1 immediately begins to grow, and the higher Ψl’s follow with a slight

delay for k = 0.1 h Mpc−1. This exactly matches the low l behaviour seen in Fig. 1.

mn < 0.00001 eV mn ~ 0.001 eV

mn ~ 0.01 eV mn ~ 0.1 eV

Hannestad, Brandbyge (2009)



Detection Concept: Neutrino Capture
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d.
L’idea di base dei “telescopi” a 
trizio è di rivelare indirettamente 
i neutrini del fondo cosmico 
facendoli interagire con nuclei di 
trizio (un isotopo dell’idrogeno). 
Nel processo di cattura di questi 
neutrini (a destra) i nuclei di trizio 
emettono elettroni che hanno 
un picco di energia (in viola nel 
grafico) spostato di 2mˬc2, cioè 
di due volte l’energia di riposo 
dei neutrini, rispetto al valore 
massimo della distribuzione di 
energia (curva blu nel grafico) degli 
elettroni emessi nel decadimento 
beta del trizio (a sinistra). 

Se ciò fosse possibile anche per il caso del Cnb, potremmo 
verificare alcune delle proprietà che, predette teoricamente o 
misurate indirettamente, riteniamo di conoscere: dovremmo, 
per esempio, contare all’incirca 340 neutrini e antineutrini 
del fondo per centimetro cubo (un numero enorme rispetto, 
ad esempio, ai neutrini che provengono dal Sole!), distribuiti 
in maniera “democratica” nelle tre specie note, e di velocità 
molto minore della velocità della luce, per almeno due delle 
tre specie. Il problema di una misura diretta del Cnb sta nel 
fatto che a differenza dei fotoni, che interagiscono con la 
materia (di cui sono fatti gli strumenti di misura) attraverso 
le interazioni elettromagnetiche, i neutrini interagiscono 
esclusivamente attraverso le ben più flebili interazioni deboli, 
il che rende la loro rivelazione estremamente difficile. Da 
decenni, si propongono metodi e si avanzano idee su come 
costruire un telescopio per il Cnb. Quasi tutte, purtroppo, 
sembrano di difficile, se non impossibile, realizzazione 
in un futuro prossimo, con forse un’unica eccezione: un 
telescopio a trizio. Sulla base di una vecchia idea di Steven 
Weinberg, che scrivendo nei primi anni ’60 pensava però 
che l’effetto fosse misurabile per una proprietà dei neutrini 
legata al celeberrimo “principio di esclusione di Pauli” (vd. 
in Asimmetrie n. 14 p. 33, ndr) e non alla loro massa, 
l’esperimento Ptolemy al Plasma Physics Laboratory di 
Princeton si propone di rivelare i neutrini (e gli antineutrini) 
primordiali osservando la traccia che lasciano quando 

interagiscono con nuclei di trizio: catturando un neutrino, 
un nucleo di trizio emette un elettrone di energia cinetica 
superiore a quella massima degli elettroni prodotti nel 
normale decadimento beta del trizio (vd. fig. d). Si stima 
che un bersaglio di 100 grammi di trizio possa produrre 
circa 10 eventi all’anno di cattura di neutrini primordiali. La 
sfida sperimentale è notevole, perché si tratta di costruire 
un rivelatore con una risoluzione in energia inferiore all’eV, 
ma un prototipo in scala è già in funzione e capiremo presto 
se siamo sulla buona strada per osservare i più antichi 
messaggeri dell’universo.

Biografia
Gianpiero Mangano è un ricercatore dell’Infn della sezione di Napoli. 
Si occupa di cosmologia, fisica del neutrino e gravità quantistica. 
È autore di oltre 120 articoli scientifici e di una monografia, “Neutrino 
Cosmology” pubblicata dalla Cambridge University Press.

Link sul web

http://ithaca.unisalento.it/nr-7_2016/index.html
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Challenges: Resolution and Backgrounds

6Figure 1: Expected event rates in a direct-detection experiment near the beta-decay end-
point for di↵erent lightest neutrino masses and energy resolutions. Solid lines represent
the event rates covolved with a Gaussian envelope of FWHM equal to the assumed energy
resolution, as computed from Eqs. (16) and (17). Dotted lines show the same event rates
without the convolution, equivalent to assume � Ñ 0. Normal ordering of neutrino
masses and Dirac nature are assumed.
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Normal Ordering



High Radio-Purity Carbon
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Kinder Morgan Doe Canyon CO2 facility in 
southwestern Colorado

Graphene fabrication from CO2 à CH3OH à CH4

Thumb radioactivity (1 per second à 1 per 100 years)



Graphene Targets: Two Concepts
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Sub-GeV Dark Matter Detection with  
Electron Recoils in Carbon Nanotubes

G.Cavoto, F.Luchetta, A.D.Polosa  
(Sapienza - INFN Roma)

CARBON NANOTUBES FOR  
    DARK MATTER DIRECTIONAL SEARCHES

WIMP

Electron 

Self-instrumented with G-FETs Anisotropy of aligned CNTs

PTOLEMY-G3 PTOLEMY-CNT



Electromagnetic Telescope Optics
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Measurement of Endpoint Energies
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Endpoint energy

Calorimeter dynamic range



Microcalorimetry
• Optimize Transition-Edge Sensors for low energy 

electron calorimetry with an energy resolution 
sufficient to resolve the neutrino mass
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Thin sensors:
~1 eV electron 

can be stopped 
with very small C

e-

E

C
G

t =
C

Fast time 
response:

Time response (t)
also small (<µsec)



Single Infrared Photon Detectors
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Eugenio Monticone - Workshop on Axion Physics and Experiments 2017 11/37

Coupling:
• alignment through the chip 
• small core fibers

3-axis stage, controlled by DC stepper motor

Results from INRIM (Torino) -
Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca
Metrologica

Eugenio Monticone - Workshop on Axion Physics and Experiments 2017 19/37

ΔΕFWHM= 0.12 eV
@ 1545nmtetf = 147ns

1 mm × 1 mm

C. Portesi et al, IEEE Trans App Supercond, 25, 3, (2015)

sE = 0.05 eV @ 300mK
Infrared Photons E=0.8eV à Exceeding goals for 

energy resolution

Transition-Edge Sensor
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High Voltage System and Monitoring 



(Princeton Tritium à)
PonTecorvo Observatory 

for Light, Early-universe, Massive-neutrino Yield

PTOLEMY Prototype
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R&D Prototype @ PU
(June 7, 2017)

Supported by:
The Simons Foundation
The John Templeton Foundation



PTOLEMY Working Groups
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PTOLEMY Collaboration
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Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso

Telescopio di neutrini cosmologici

Cosmic neutrino telescope

Telescopio de neutrinos cósmicos

קוסמיים ניטרינים טלסקופ

Kosmische neutrinotelescoop

Kosmisk neutrinoteleskop
)نیوترينو ( الكونیة األشعة تلسكوب
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 for inverted ordering of neutrino masses.
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Challenges: Resolution and Backgrounds

18Inverted Ordering



Hydrogen	doping	on	
graphene	reveals	
magnetism

Gonzalez-Herrero,	H.	et	al. Atomic-scale	control	of	graphene	magnetism	by	using	
hydrogen	atoms.	Science	(80).352,437–441	(2016).

Polarized Tritium Target

Point at the Sky with Tritium Nuclear Spin

nL
Lisanti, Safdi, CGT, 2014. 



Polarized 3H Decay
1 - Polarized 3H �-decay. In this case, the decay rate can be written as [?]

d
5
!

dEed⌦ed⌦⌫
“ G

2

F

p2⇡q5peEep�m ´ Eeq2⇠r1 ` a� ¨ ⌫̂ ` P̂ ¨ pA� ` B⌫̂qs , (1)

where GF is the Fermi constant, �m is the di↵erence between the 3H and 3He
mass, pe (Ee) is the electron impulse (energy), � (⌫) is the electron (neutrino)
three-velocity, and P̂ is the 3H polarization versor. The quantities ⇠, a, A and
B contain the nuclear matrix elements, and and can be written in terms of the
“standard” Fermi (F ) and Gamow-Teller (GT ) matrix elements as

⇠ “ |F |2 ` g
2

A|GT |2 , (2)

a⇠ “ |F |2 ´ g
2

A

3
|GT |2 , (3)

A⇠ “ ´2

3
g
2

A|GT |2 ` 2?
3

|GT ||F | , (4)

B⇠ “ `2

3
g
2

A|GT |2 ` 2?
3

|GT ||F | . (5)

Note that by measuring the unpolarized 3H �-decay rate, we have access only to ⇠.
With polarized 3H �-decay, all the other quantities become available, and theory
can be put under a stringent test. Furthermore, we plan to investigate to which
extent the various quantities defined in Eqs. (2)–(5), which are obtained neglecting
the neutrino mass, could be sensitive to it.

1 - Neutrino capture on unpolarized 3H. This process can also be studied within an ab-
initio approach. However, as already shown in Ref. [?], the cross section is basically
related to the 3H �-decay rate. We have in fact confirmed this by direct calculation,
using the F and GT matrix elements predicted by theory.

1 - Neutrino capture on polarized 3H. We plan to calculate the capture cross section
following the steps used to obtain Eq. (1), and also studying the sensitivity of our
results to the neutrino mass. The theoretical results for the cross section, obtained
within the ab-initio approach, will represent predictions, with which the PTOLEMY
experiment can confront in order to check whether it can be measured or not. This
is essentially a feasibility study.

1.2 Directional detection of MeV DM candidates

Mariangela e Antonello. One page at most.

2
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CNB Signal-to-Noise

Figure 3: Signal-to-noise ratio for relic neutrino capture for di↵erent values of the energy
resolution and the mass of the lightest neutrino. Left panel shows the result for normal
ordering of neutrino masses and right panel for inverted ordering. The ratio is computed
as in Eq. (20), for a bin of width � centered at an energy mlight ` m⌫1 away of the
beta-decay end-point.

In order to estimate the sensitivity of PTOLEMY for the mass of the neutrinos, we
follow and adapt the procedure proposed in the KATRIN Design Report [18] and revisited
under the Bayesian point of view in [19].

Following the notation adopted in the previous pages, we define the number of �-decay
and neutrino capture events within an energy bin centered at Ei as:

N
i
� “

ª Ei`�{2

Ei´�{2

dr��

dEe
pEqdE , (21)

N
i
NC

“
ª Ei`�{2

Ei´�{2

dr�C⌫B

dEe
pEqdE . (22)

In our Bayesian simulation we reconstruct the physical parameters given an initial
fiducial model. For the fiducial models we will vary the masses (~m0

⌫) and mixing (U0)
parameters, as well as the true endpoint of the beta spectrum (E0

fid
) and neutrino number

when studying the sterile neutrino cases, according to the currently known best fit values.
For the fiducial model, the number of expected events per energy bin is given by:

N
i
fid

pE0

fid
, ~m

0

⌫ , U
0q “ N

i
�pE0

fid
, ~m

0

⌫ , U
0q ` N

i
NC

pE0

fid
, ~m

0

⌫ , U
0q . (23)

The total number of events that will be measured in a bin is the sum of N i
fid

and of a
constant background:

N
i
t “ N

i
fid

pE0

fid
, ~m

0

⌫ , U
0q ` N

0

b , (24)
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Cryogenic System of CRESST
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High Radio-Pure 12C 
(CO2àCH4)
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Electron-Graphene Interaction Chamber
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Electron Gun
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Direction Detection MeV Dark 
Matter Searches
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PTOLEMY-G3 PTOLEMY-CNT

Self-instrumented with G-FETs Anisotropy of aligned CNTs



Scalable Underground Design
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Voltage Multiplexing (Extraction ExB)

ExB Radial Drift

High B Field

Low B Field
B Field Normal to Plate

Calorimeter

Tritiated-Graphene

Electron trajectory

RF Trigger

Project8 —

F R E Q U E N C Y  S C A L E

magnetic field of 1T → cyclotron frequency in K-Band 

83mKr provides electrons close to tritium endpoint
12
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Part I

Introduction

“I’m astounded by people who want to ‘know’ the Universe

when it’s hard enough to find your way around Chinatown”

Woody Allen

Figure 1: Fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). What produced them?

1 The Microscopic Origin of Structure

1.1 TASI 2009: The Physics of the Large and the Small

The fluctuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (see Fig. 1) tell

an amazing story. Measured now almost routinely by experiments like the Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), the temperature variations of the microwave sky bear testimony of

minute fluctuations in the density of the primordial universe. These fluctuations grew via gravita-

tional instability into the large-scale structures (LSS) that we observe in the universe today. The

success in relating observations of the thermal afterglow of the Big Bang to the formation of struc-

tures billions of years later motivates us to ask an even bolder question: what is the fundamental

microphysical origin of the CMB fluctuations? An answer to this question would provide us with

nothing less than a fundamental understanding of the physical origin of all structure in the universe.

In these lectures, I will describe the currently leading working hypothesis that a period of cosmic

inflation was integral part of this picture for the formation and evolution of structure. Inflation [1–3],

9

Adiabatic Density Anisotropies d~10-5

at z~1100

Johann Schöner, c.1534 WMAP, c.2009
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⌧0
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Figure 8: Conformal diagram of Big Bang cosmology. The CMB at last-scattering (recombination)

consists of 105 causally disconnected regions!

Also recall that in conformal coordinates null geodesics (ds
2 = 0) are always at 45� angles, d⌧ =

±
p

dx2 ⌘ ±dr. Since light determines the causal structure of spacetime this provides a nice way to

study horizons in inflationary cosmology.

During matter or radiation domination the scale factor evolves as

a(⌧) /
(

⌧ RD

⌧
2 MD

. (58)

If and only if the universe had always been dominated by matter or radiation, this would imply the

existence of the Big Bang singularity at ⌧i = 0

a(⌧i ⌘ 0) = 0 . (59)

The conformal diagram corresponding to standard Big Bang cosmology is given in Figure 8. The

horizon problem is apparent. Each spacetime point in the conformal diagram has an associated past

light cone which defines its causal past. Two points on a given ⌧ = constant surface are in causal

contact if their past light cones intersect at the Big Bang, ⌧i = 0. This means that the surface

of last-scattering (⌧CMB) consisted of many causally disconnected regions that won’t be in thermal

equilibrium. The uniformity of the CMB on large scales hence becomes a serious puzzle.

During inflation (H ⇡ const.), the scale factor is

a(⌧) = � 1

H⌧
, (60)

and the singularity, a = 0, is pushed to the infinite past, ⌧i ! �1. The scale factor (60) becomes

infinite at ⌧ = 0! This is because we have assumed de Sitter space with H = const., which means

that inflation will continue forever with ⌧ = 0 corresponding to the infinite future t ! +1. In
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Big Bang Cosmology
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Incredibly Uniform
d~10-5 at z~1100

Common Past?



Our Home in the Universe
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~25,000 light years

Ostriker, J.P. & Peebles, P.J.E. 1973, Ap. J. 186, 467.



Origin of Large Scale Structure
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a period of exponential expansion in the very early universe, is believed to have taken place some

10�34 seconds after the Big Bang singularity. Remarkably, inflation is thought to be responsible

both for the large-scale homogeneity of the universe and for the small fluctuations that were the

seeds for the formation of structures like our own galaxy.

The central focus of this lecture series will be to explain in full detail the physical mechanism

by which inflation transformed microscopic quantum fluctuations into macroscopic fluctuations in

the energy density of the universe. In this sense inflation provides the most dramatic example

for the theme of TASI 2009: the connection between the ‘physics of the large and the small’.

We will calculate explicitly the statistical properties and the scale dependence of the spectrum of

fluctuations produced by inflation. This result provides the input for all studies of cosmological

structure formation and is one of the great triumphs of modern theoretical cosmology.

1.2 Structure and Evolution of the Universe

There is undeniable evidence for the expansion of the universe: the light from distant galaxies is

systematically shifted towards the red end of the spectrum [4], the observed abundances of the light

elements (H, He, and Li) matches the predictions of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [5], and the

only convincing explanation for the CMB is a relic radiation from a hot early universe [6].

3 min Time [years] 380,000 13.7 billion10 -34 s
Redshift 026251,10010 4

Energy 
1 meV1 eV1 MeV10 15 GeV

Scale a(t) 
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?
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21 cm
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Figure 2: History of the universe. In this schematic we present key events in the history of the

universe and their associated time and energy scales. We also illustrate several cos-

mological probes that provide us with information about the structure and evolution

of the universe. Acronyms: BBN (Big Bang Nucleosynthesis), LSS (Large-Scale Struc-

ture), BAO (Baryon Acoustic Oscillations), QSO (Quasi-Stellar Objects = Quasars),

Ly↵ (Lyman-alpha), CMB (Cosmic Microwave Background), Ia (Type Ia supernovae),

21cm (hydrogen 21cm-transition).
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Baumann
(TASI 2012)

Part I

Introduction

“I’m astounded by people who want to ‘know’ the Universe

when it’s hard enough to find your way around Chinatown”

Woody Allen

Figure 1: Fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). What produced them?

1 The Microscopic Origin of Structure

1.1 TASI 2009: The Physics of the Large and the Small

The fluctuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (see Fig. 1) tell

an amazing story. Measured now almost routinely by experiments like the Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), the temperature variations of the microwave sky bear testimony of

minute fluctuations in the density of the primordial universe. These fluctuations grew via gravita-

tional instability into the large-scale structures (LSS) that we observe in the universe today. The

success in relating observations of the thermal afterglow of the Big Bang to the formation of struc-

tures billions of years later motivates us to ask an even bolder question: what is the fundamental

microphysical origin of the CMB fluctuations? An answer to this question would provide us with

nothing less than a fundamental understanding of the physical origin of all structure in the universe.

In these lectures, I will describe the currently leading working hypothesis that a period of cosmic

inflation was integral part of this picture for the formation and evolution of structure. Inflation [1–3],
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a period of exponential expansion in the very early universe, is believed to have taken place some

10�34 seconds after the Big Bang singularity. Remarkably, inflation is thought to be responsible

both for the large-scale homogeneity of the universe and for the small fluctuations that were the

seeds for the formation of structures like our own galaxy.

The central focus of this lecture series will be to explain in full detail the physical mechanism

by which inflation transformed microscopic quantum fluctuations into macroscopic fluctuations in

the energy density of the universe. In this sense inflation provides the most dramatic example

for the theme of TASI 2009: the connection between the ‘physics of the large and the small’.

We will calculate explicitly the statistical properties and the scale dependence of the spectrum of

fluctuations produced by inflation. This result provides the input for all studies of cosmological

structure formation and is one of the great triumphs of modern theoretical cosmology.

1.2 Structure and Evolution of the Universe

There is undeniable evidence for the expansion of the universe: the light from distant galaxies is

systematically shifted towards the red end of the spectrum [4], the observed abundances of the light

elements (H, He, and Li) matches the predictions of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [5], and the

only convincing explanation for the CMB is a relic radiation from a hot early universe [6].
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Figure 2: History of the universe. In this schematic we present key events in the history of the

universe and their associated time and energy scales. We also illustrate several cos-

mological probes that provide us with information about the structure and evolution

of the universe. Acronyms: BBN (Big Bang Nucleosynthesis), LSS (Large-Scale Struc-

ture), BAO (Baryon Acoustic Oscillations), QSO (Quasi-Stellar Objects = Quasars),

Ly↵ (Lyman-alpha), CMB (Cosmic Microwave Background), Ia (Type Ia supernovae),

21cm (hydrogen 21cm-transition).
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Expanding Universe

Expansion rate of the Universe: �̇�
�̇�#à Kinetic Energy ∝

à Potential Energy

Energy density of the Universe:
∝ 𝜌

𝜌&'(()* ∝ 1/𝑎3

sum from all matter, 
radiation and 

vacuum energy
𝜌*'+,'(,-.

𝜌/
∝
∝

1/𝑎4

constant



Balance of Kinetic and Potential Energy
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(ratio) 𝛀 = 1.000(3) (known to  better than 0.3%)

Flatness problem revisited

Friedmann eq.

Inflation sets initial cond |⌦� 1| < �

⌦ =
X

⌦i = 1 +
k

(aH)2

decreases during inflation

⌦� 1 < 10�60

✸

We sit here
at 1017 sec

Expansion in a dark energy (cosmological constant) dominated Universe

Flatness problem revisited

Friedmann eq.

Inflation sets initial cond |⌦� 1| < �

⌦ =
X

⌦i = 1 +
k

(aH)2

decreases during inflation

⌦� 1 < 10�60
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~8 min. away



Neutrino view of the Sun
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Neutrino Masses from Oscillations
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3 masses
X

3 flavors
(electron, muon, tau)

0.05 eV

0.009 eV

The absolute neutrino masses are not known.

It’s not known at this time whether neutrinos masses are “Normal” or “Inverted”.

OR



Cosmic Neutrino Background
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Dicke, Peebles, Roll, Wilkinson (1965)

1 sec

IAS Sabbatical (2010)

nn= 112/cm3

Number density:

Tn ~ 1.95K
Temperature:

neutron/proton ratio
@start of nucleosynthesis

Time of decoupling:
tn ~ 1 second

Non-linear distortions Villaescusa-Navarro et al (2013)

Velocity distribution:

<vn> ~ Tn /mn

Radiation ~1/a4

Matter 
~1/a3



Cosmic Elements
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g (photons)
n (neutrinos)

p,n (baryons)

3 element theory

c (cold dark matter)
4 element theory

L (dark energy)
5 element theory (+Aether/Void) 
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the background densities from the time when Tν = 1 MeV (soon
after neutrino decoupling) until now, for each component of a flat ΛMDM model
with h = 0.7 and current density fractions ΩΛ = 0.70, Ωb = 0.05, Ων = 0.0013 and
Ωcdm = 1 − ΩΛ − Ωb − Ων . The three neutrino masses are distributed according
to the Normal Hierarchy scheme (see Sec. 2) with m1 = 0, m2 = 0.009 eV and
m3 = 0.05 eV. On the left plot we show the densities to the power 1/4 (in eV units)
as a function of the scale factor. On the right plot, we display the evolution of the
density fractions (i.e., the densities in units of the critical density). We also show on
the top axis the neutrino temperature (on the left in eV, and on the right in Kelvin
units). The density of the neutrino mass states ν2 and ν3 is clearly enhanced once
they become non-relativistic. On the left plot, we also display the characteristic
times for the end of BBN and for photon decoupling or recombination.

where τeq = 2(
√

2 − 1)
√

aeq is the value of the conformal time at equality. At
low redshift (typically z < 0.5), the cosmological constant density takes over,
causing a departure from the above solution, with an acceleration of the scale
factor. Finally, if we include the effect of small neutrino masses, the solution
is also slightly modified, since the non-relativistic transition of each neutrino
species amounts in converting a fraction of radiation into matter. This can
be seen in Fig. 5, where we plot the evolution of background densities for a
ΛMDM model in which the three neutrino masses follow the Normal Hierarchy
scheme (see Sec. 2) with m1 = 0, m2 = 0.009 eV and m3 = 0.05 eV.

4.3 Gauge transformations and Einstein equations

In the real Universe all physical quantities (densities, curvature...) are func-
tions of time and space. Thanks to the covariance of general relativity, they
can be described in principle in any coordinate system, without changing the
physical predictions. The problem is that in order to obtain simple equa-
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Individual neutrino 
contributions assuming 
Normal Hierarchy and 
m3 = 0.05 eV, 
m2 = 0.009 eV, 
m1 = 0
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Tritium β-decay
(12.3 yr half-life)

Neutrino capture on Tritium



Relic Neutrino Detection
• Basic concepts for relic neutrino detection were laid out in 

a paper by Steven Weinberg in 1962 [Phys. Rev. 128:3, 1457]

41

Neutrino Capture

Tritium and other isotopes studied for relic neutrino capture in this paper:
JCAP 0706 (2007)015, hep-ph/0703075 by Cocco, Mangano, Messina

Electron energy

Tritium β-decay
Endpoint

Gap (2m) constrained to 

m < ~0.2eV
from Cosmology

What do we know?

Electron flavor expected with 

m > ~0.05eV
from neutrino oscillations



Experimental Perspective 
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Electron energy

Too much rate
(need to filter)

Need very high energy 
resolution (s ~ mn)

Small fraction
(dynamical 
selection)



Graphene (2-D Material)
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Molecular Broadening
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4.7eV
~3eV He3 recoil 

at endpoint

T-T à (T-He3)*

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

PUJARI, GUSAROV, BRETT, AND KOVALENKO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 84, 041402(R) (2011)

the energy self-consistency and 0.005 eV/Å for the forces.
Further, to maintain the accuracy, integration over the Brillouin
zone was performed on regular 26 × 26 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack
grids. The band structure was plotted on the lines joining the
M , !, K , and M points, and the individual line segments
were sampled using 50 grid points each. The corresponding
precision was also maintained for the cell optimization carried
out using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
quasi-Newton algorithm. The convergence threshold on the
pressure was kept at 0.1 kBar. The computational unit cell
consisted of two carbons and two hydrogens. A vacuum space
of 12 Å was kept normal to the SSHGraphene plane to avoid
any interactions between the adjacent sheets.

It is worthwhile to review some properties of graphene
and graphane before we discuss SSHGraphene. Graphene is
a one-atom-thick sheet of sp2-bonded carbon atoms that are
densely packed in a bipartite crystal lattice. It has two atoms
per unit cell, which has the lattice parameter of 2.46 Å, with
a carbon-carbon bond length of 1.42 Å. Although graphane
is bipartite and hexagonal, its unit cell has four atoms (two
carbons and two hydrogens) and has a larger lattice parameter,
namely, 2.51 Å.13 In graphane every alternate carbon atom is
attached to a hydrogen atom from alternate sides of the plane.
In response to the addition of hydrogens, the carbon atoms are
displaced out of the plane toward hydrogen atoms. In short,
the carbon atoms in graphane are no longer planar.

The unit cell of SSHGraphene also contains four atoms, two
carbons and two hydrogens. We carried out full optimization
of the unit cell, including both the unit cell geometry and the
atomic positions. The optimized geometry of SSHGraphene
is shown in Figure 1. As seen from the figure, the cell is
similar to that of graphene, except that the lattice parameter
for SSHGraphene is now enlarged to 2.82 Å, which is larger
than graphane (2.51 Å) as well. Notice that the enhancement is
necessary in order to accommodate the hydrogen atoms, as the
unoptimized unit cell of graphene does not favor the complete
hydrogenation. The increase in the lattice parameter is due to
the increase in the carbon-carbon bonds, which is increased
from 1.42 (in graphene) to 1.63 Å. The increase in the bond
length upon hydrogenation is not surprising, as the same effect

1.09

1.63

Å

Å

FIG. 1. (Color online) Hexagonal structure SSHGraphene with
carbon and hydrogen atoms shown in darker and lighter shade,
respectively. The structure has the symmetry of graphene and the
carbon atoms are in a single plane (unlike graphane).

TABLE I. A comparison of graphene and SSHGraphene vs
graphone and graphane as reported in the literature.12,13 a is the
lattice parameter, and "E is the binding energy (eV).

SSHGraphene

Graphene Graphone12 Graphane13 HSE PBE

a(Å) 2.46 – 2.51 2.82 2.83
C-C (Å) 1.42 1.50 1.52 1.63 1.64
C-H (Å) – 1.16 1.11 1.09 1.08
"E/atom 9.56 – 6.56 5.90 5.54

is also seen in graphane. Similarly, as expected, upon single-
sided hydrogenation the carbon atoms remain in one plane with
the hydrogens forming another plane at 1.09 Å. This is a typical
bond length of C-H when bonded covalently. (In methane, for
example, the bond lengths are also 1.09 Å.) To summarize, a
comparison of (available) structural parameters of graphene,
graphone, graphane, and SSHGraphene are given in Table I. It
also shows the binding energy per atom, which is the signature
of energetic stability of the system. The binding energy for
SSHGraphene is calculated using the pseudoatomic energies of
carbon (EC) and hydrogen (EH) atoms and using "E = EC +
EH − ESSHGraphene, where ESSHGraphene is the total energy of
SSHGraphene. Thus, the higher the energy the more stable the
system. The binding energies for graphene and graphane are as
reported in the literature.13 The overall trend is quite straight-
forward. Graphene, having the smallest C-C bond, is the most
stable of all. Although not as stable as others, SSHGraphene is
still strongly bound. To put it in perspective, recall that benzene
has the binding energy 6.49 eV/atom while acetylene has 5.90
eV/atom,13 and both are among the most stable hydrocarbons.
Thus there is no doubt that SSHGraphene is indeed very stable.
Further, we studied the reaction pathway of the hydrogen
detachment using nudge-elastic-band method. Two cases were
considered: desorption of 50% H atoms (one H per primitive
cell) and desorption of effectively single H atom (one H from
2×2 unit cell). The potential energy landscapes obtained, see
Fig. 2, clearly depict one deep potential well at 1.08 Å. The
presence of the deep well and the absence of any other well
in the vicinity clearly favors the formation of SSHGraphene.
(More details in Supplemental Material.30) We would like to
mention that synthesis of the SSHGraphene may be similar to
graphane in which the hydrogen atoms are kinetically trapped
in the potential-energy minimum near the graphene plane.

It is well known that the graphene band structure is very
sensitive to deformations of any kind. As noted before, there
is a clear evidence that upon partial hydrogenation the band
gap of graphene is opened. It is thus easy to conjecture
that the SSHGraphene would be a semiconductor. However,
the most remarkable feature of SSHGraphene is that it is a
semiconductor with an indirect band gap. The band structure
of SSHGraphene shown in the upper part of Fig. 3 clearly
exhibits an indirect band gap. The value of the gap is 1.35 eV
for HSE and 1.89 eV for PBE functional. The qualitative nature
of band structure remains unchanged. This value of the band
gap is of interest as it lies in between the gapless graphene
and the rather wide band-gap graphane (3.5 eV by DFT and
5.4 eV by GW method31). Thus, SSHGraphene becomes a
preferred organic candidate for semiconductor based devices.

041402-2

Graphene

<3eV binding 
energy
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the energy self-consistency and 0.005 eV/Å for the forces.
Further, to maintain the accuracy, integration over the Brillouin
zone was performed on regular 26 × 26 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack
grids. The band structure was plotted on the lines joining the
M , !, K , and M points, and the individual line segments
were sampled using 50 grid points each. The corresponding
precision was also maintained for the cell optimization carried
out using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
quasi-Newton algorithm. The convergence threshold on the
pressure was kept at 0.1 kBar. The computational unit cell
consisted of two carbons and two hydrogens. A vacuum space
of 12 Å was kept normal to the SSHGraphene plane to avoid
any interactions between the adjacent sheets.

It is worthwhile to review some properties of graphene
and graphane before we discuss SSHGraphene. Graphene is
a one-atom-thick sheet of sp2-bonded carbon atoms that are
densely packed in a bipartite crystal lattice. It has two atoms
per unit cell, which has the lattice parameter of 2.46 Å, with
a carbon-carbon bond length of 1.42 Å. Although graphane
is bipartite and hexagonal, its unit cell has four atoms (two
carbons and two hydrogens) and has a larger lattice parameter,
namely, 2.51 Å.13 In graphane every alternate carbon atom is
attached to a hydrogen atom from alternate sides of the plane.
In response to the addition of hydrogens, the carbon atoms are
displaced out of the plane toward hydrogen atoms. In short,
the carbon atoms in graphane are no longer planar.

The unit cell of SSHGraphene also contains four atoms, two
carbons and two hydrogens. We carried out full optimization
of the unit cell, including both the unit cell geometry and the
atomic positions. The optimized geometry of SSHGraphene
is shown in Figure 1. As seen from the figure, the cell is
similar to that of graphene, except that the lattice parameter
for SSHGraphene is now enlarged to 2.82 Å, which is larger
than graphane (2.51 Å) as well. Notice that the enhancement is
necessary in order to accommodate the hydrogen atoms, as the
unoptimized unit cell of graphene does not favor the complete
hydrogenation. The increase in the lattice parameter is due to
the increase in the carbon-carbon bonds, which is increased
from 1.42 (in graphene) to 1.63 Å. The increase in the bond
length upon hydrogenation is not surprising, as the same effect
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Hexagonal structure SSHGraphene with
carbon and hydrogen atoms shown in darker and lighter shade,
respectively. The structure has the symmetry of graphene and the
carbon atoms are in a single plane (unlike graphane).

TABLE I. A comparison of graphene and SSHGraphene vs
graphone and graphane as reported in the literature.12,13 a is the
lattice parameter, and "E is the binding energy (eV).

SSHGraphene

Graphene Graphone12 Graphane13 HSE PBE

a(Å) 2.46 – 2.51 2.82 2.83
C-C (Å) 1.42 1.50 1.52 1.63 1.64
C-H (Å) – 1.16 1.11 1.09 1.08
"E/atom 9.56 – 6.56 5.90 5.54

is also seen in graphane. Similarly, as expected, upon single-
sided hydrogenation the carbon atoms remain in one plane with
the hydrogens forming another plane at 1.09 Å. This is a typical
bond length of C-H when bonded covalently. (In methane, for
example, the bond lengths are also 1.09 Å.) To summarize, a
comparison of (available) structural parameters of graphene,
graphone, graphane, and SSHGraphene are given in Table I. It
also shows the binding energy per atom, which is the signature
of energetic stability of the system. The binding energy for
SSHGraphene is calculated using the pseudoatomic energies of
carbon (EC) and hydrogen (EH) atoms and using "E = EC +
EH − ESSHGraphene, where ESSHGraphene is the total energy of
SSHGraphene. Thus, the higher the energy the more stable the
system. The binding energies for graphene and graphane are as
reported in the literature.13 The overall trend is quite straight-
forward. Graphene, having the smallest C-C bond, is the most
stable of all. Although not as stable as others, SSHGraphene is
still strongly bound. To put it in perspective, recall that benzene
has the binding energy 6.49 eV/atom while acetylene has 5.90
eV/atom,13 and both are among the most stable hydrocarbons.
Thus there is no doubt that SSHGraphene is indeed very stable.
Further, we studied the reaction pathway of the hydrogen
detachment using nudge-elastic-band method. Two cases were
considered: desorption of 50% H atoms (one H per primitive
cell) and desorption of effectively single H atom (one H from
2×2 unit cell). The potential energy landscapes obtained, see
Fig. 2, clearly depict one deep potential well at 1.08 Å. The
presence of the deep well and the absence of any other well
in the vicinity clearly favors the formation of SSHGraphene.
(More details in Supplemental Material.30) We would like to
mention that synthesis of the SSHGraphene may be similar to
graphane in which the hydrogen atoms are kinetically trapped
in the potential-energy minimum near the graphene plane.

It is well known that the graphene band structure is very
sensitive to deformations of any kind. As noted before, there
is a clear evidence that upon partial hydrogenation the band
gap of graphene is opened. It is thus easy to conjecture
that the SSHGraphene would be a semiconductor. However,
the most remarkable feature of SSHGraphene is that it is a
semiconductor with an indirect band gap. The band structure
of SSHGraphene shown in the upper part of Fig. 3 clearly
exhibits an indirect band gap. The value of the gap is 1.35 eV
for HSE and 1.89 eV for PBE functional. The qualitative nature
of band structure remains unchanged. This value of the band
gap is of interest as it lies in between the gapless graphene
and the rather wide band-gap graphane (3.5 eV by DFT and
5.4 eV by GW method31). Thus, SSHGraphene becomes a
preferred organic candidate for semiconductor based devices.
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H Plasma

Figure 3 Probabilities of reflection, transmission, and adsorption as a function of incident kinetic energy.

Figure 4 Positions of reflection, transmission, and adsorption events for the quantum-classical calculations. In a representative graphene
hexagon, using SCC-DFTB. Adsorption (left) shows clustering of hydrogen atoms around the lattice carbons. Reflection (center) is most probable
at the perimeter of the hexagon where interactions are strongest. Transmission (right) can occur at most points in the lattice for high energies
but tends to occur at the hexagon center due to the low barrier.

Ehemann et al. Nanoscale Research Letters 2012, 7:198
http://www.nanoscalereslett.com/content/7/1/198
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8  Direct ν-mass experiments        K. Valerius (KIT)        30.09.2014 

Spectroscopic technique for tritium β-decay

MAC-E filter technique

Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with Electrostatic filter
Picard et al., NIM B63 (1992) 345
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Part I

Introduction

“I’m astounded by people who want to ‘know’ the Universe

when it’s hard enough to find your way around Chinatown”

Woody Allen

Figure 1: Fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). What produced them?

1 The Microscopic Origin of Structure

1.1 TASI 2009: The Physics of the Large and the Small

The fluctuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (see Fig. 1) tell

an amazing story. Measured now almost routinely by experiments like the Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), the temperature variations of the microwave sky bear testimony of

minute fluctuations in the density of the primordial universe. These fluctuations grew via gravita-

tional instability into the large-scale structures (LSS) that we observe in the universe today. The

success in relating observations of the thermal afterglow of the Big Bang to the formation of struc-

tures billions of years later motivates us to ask an even bolder question: what is the fundamental

microphysical origin of the CMB fluctuations? An answer to this question would provide us with

nothing less than a fundamental understanding of the physical origin of all structure in the universe.

In these lectures, I will describe the currently leading working hypothesis that a period of cosmic

inflation was integral part of this picture for the formation and evolution of structure. Inflation [1–3],

9
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Figure 8: Conformal diagram of Big Bang cosmology. The CMB at last-scattering (recombination)

consists of 105 causally disconnected regions!

Also recall that in conformal coordinates null geodesics (ds
2 = 0) are always at 45� angles, d⌧ =

±
p

dx2 ⌘ ±dr. Since light determines the causal structure of spacetime this provides a nice way to

study horizons in inflationary cosmology.

During matter or radiation domination the scale factor evolves as

a(⌧) /
(

⌧ RD

⌧
2 MD

. (58)

If and only if the universe had always been dominated by matter or radiation, this would imply the

existence of the Big Bang singularity at ⌧i = 0

a(⌧i ⌘ 0) = 0 . (59)

The conformal diagram corresponding to standard Big Bang cosmology is given in Figure 8. The

horizon problem is apparent. Each spacetime point in the conformal diagram has an associated past

light cone which defines its causal past. Two points on a given ⌧ = constant surface are in causal

contact if their past light cones intersect at the Big Bang, ⌧i = 0. This means that the surface

of last-scattering (⌧CMB) consisted of many causally disconnected regions that won’t be in thermal

equilibrium. The uniformity of the CMB on large scales hence becomes a serious puzzle.

During inflation (H ⇡ const.), the scale factor is

a(⌧) = � 1

H⌧
, (60)

and the singularity, a = 0, is pushed to the infinite past, ⌧i ! �1. The scale factor (60) becomes

infinite at ⌧ = 0! This is because we have assumed de Sitter space with H = const., which means

that inflation will continue forever with ⌧ = 0 corresponding to the infinite future t ! +1. In

29
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Figure 9: Conformal diagram of inflationary cosmology. Inflation extends conformal time to neg-

ative values! The end of inflation creates an “apparent” Big Bang at ⌧ = 0. There

is, however, no singularity at ⌧ = 0 and the light cones intersect at an earlier time if

inflation lasts for at least 60 e-folds.
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If and only if the universe had always been dominated by matter or radiation, this would imply the

existence of the Big Bang singularity at ⌧i = 0

a(⌧i ⌘ 0) = 0 . (59)

The conformal diagram corresponding to standard Big Bang cosmology is given in Figure 8. The

horizon problem is apparent. Each spacetime point in the conformal diagram has an associated past

light cone which defines its causal past. Two points on a given ⌧ = constant surface are in causal

contact if their past light cones intersect at the Big Bang, ⌧i = 0. This means that the surface

of last-scattering (⌧CMB) consisted of many causally disconnected regions that won’t be in thermal

equilibrium. The uniformity of the CMB on large scales hence becomes a serious puzzle.

During inflation (H ⇡ const.), the scale factor is

a(⌧) = � 1
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, (60)

and the singularity, a = 0, is pushed to the infinite past, ⌧i ! �1. The scale factor (60) becomes

infinite at ⌧ = 0! This is because we have assumed de Sitter space with H = const., which means

that inflation will continue forever with ⌧ = 0 corresponding to the infinite future t ! +1. In
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Where we think there is an initial ti=0 Big Bang Singularity is 
believed to be the “end” of an inflation period that slowly pulled 
out (>60 e-folds a(t)~eHt ) of a “de Sitter”-like spacetime
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5.1.2 Flatness Problem Revisited

Recall the Friedmann Equation (41) for a non-flat universe

|1 � ⌦(a)| =
1

(aH)2
. (49)

If the comoving Hubble radius decreases this drives the universe toward flatness (rather than away

from it). This solves the flatness problem! The solution ⌦ = 1 is an attractor during inflation.

5.1.3 Horizon Problem Revisited

A decreasing comoving horizon means that large scales entering the present universe were inside the

horizon before inflation (see Figure 2). Causal physics before inflation therefore established spatial

homogeneity. With a period of inflation, the uniformity of the CMB is not a mystery.

‘comoving’

smooth patch

now end

Hubble length
start

Comoving 
 Horizon

Time [log(a)]

Inflation Hot Big Bang

Comoving Scales  

horizon exit horizon re-entry

density fluctuation

Figure 7: Left: Evolution of the comoving Hubble radius, (aH)�1, in the inflationary universe. The

comoving Hubble sphere shrinks during inflation and expands after inflation. Inflation is

therefore a mechanism to ‘zoom-in’ on a smooth sub-horizon patch. Right: Solution of

the horizon problem. All scales that are relevant to cosmological observations today were

larger than the Hubble radius until a ⇠ 10�5. However, at su�ciently early times, these

scales were smaller than the Hubble radius and therefore causally connected. Similarly,

the scales of cosmological interest came back within the Hubble radius at relatively recent

times.

5.2 Conditions for Inflation

Via the Friedmann Equations a shrinking comoving Hubble radius can be related to the acceleration

and the the pressure of the universe

d

dt

✓
H

�1

a

◆
< 0 ) d

2
a

dt2
> 0 ) ⇢ + 3p < 0 . (50)

The three equivalent conditions for inflation therefore are:

27

Nonthermal cosmic neutrino background Standard C⌫B

Standard picture

⌫th

(T ' MeV)

⌫L

CMB

BBN

end of inflation

today

C⌫B

• CMB (measured)
T� ' 2.73 K ' 2.35 · 10�4 eV
n� ' 412 cm�3

• standard C⌫B (predicted)
T⌫th ' T� · (4/11)1/3

' 1.95 K
n⌫th ⇠ 336 cm�3

• Ne↵ = 3.2 ± 0.5
Ade et al. (2016)

Michael Ratz, UC Irvine Erice 2017 3/ 23

Baumann
(TASI 2012)

Matter-Radiation
Equality

(75,000 years)

What happened here?
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5.1.2 Flatness Problem Revisited

Recall the Friedmann Equation (41) for a non-flat universe

|1 � ⌦(a)| =
1

(aH)2
. (49)

If the comoving Hubble radius decreases this drives the universe toward flatness (rather than away

from it). This solves the flatness problem! The solution ⌦ = 1 is an attractor during inflation.

5.1.3 Horizon Problem Revisited

A decreasing comoving horizon means that large scales entering the present universe were inside the

horizon before inflation (see Figure 2). Causal physics before inflation therefore established spatial

homogeneity. With a period of inflation, the uniformity of the CMB is not a mystery.
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Figure 7: Left: Evolution of the comoving Hubble radius, (aH)�1, in the inflationary universe. The

comoving Hubble sphere shrinks during inflation and expands after inflation. Inflation is

therefore a mechanism to ‘zoom-in’ on a smooth sub-horizon patch. Right: Solution of

the horizon problem. All scales that are relevant to cosmological observations today were

larger than the Hubble radius until a ⇠ 10�5. However, at su�ciently early times, these

scales were smaller than the Hubble radius and therefore causally connected. Similarly,

the scales of cosmological interest came back within the Hubble radius at relatively recent

times.

5.2 Conditions for Inflation

Via the Friedmann Equations a shrinking comoving Hubble radius can be related to the acceleration

and the the pressure of the universe

d

dt

✓
H

�1

a

◆
< 0 ) d

2
a

dt2
> 0 ) ⇢ + 3p < 0 . (50)

The three equivalent conditions for inflation therefore are:
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Nonthermal cosmic neutrino background Summary & outlook

Standard picture + nonthermal Dirac neutrinos
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The Future: Celestial Globes 
from Neutrinos

The Cosmic Neutrino Background Anisotropy - Linear Theory 6

Figure 2. Sky maps of the primary neutrino power spectra, CΘ
l

, with the dipole
included, for mν = 10−5 eV (top-left), 10−3 eV (top-right), 10−2 eV (bottom-left) and
10−1 eV (bottom-right). The maps have been generated with the same underlying
random numbers with the HEALPIX package [35].

masses and Fig. 2 shows sky map realisations for these spectra.
The massless case (i.e. 10−5 eV) is consistent with the result of [30]. At high l

the spectra are almost identical, and do not depend on the neutrino mass. The reason

for this can be understood from the following argument: Above a certain k-value, kFS,

neutrinos are completely dominated by free-streaming and this k-value is proportional to

mν . In order to convert this to an l-value one then uses the relation lFS ∼ kFSχ∗ (where

χ∗ is the comoving coordinate from which the neutrinos originate) and since χ∗ ∝ m−1
ν

for non-relativistic particles [36], lFS does not depend on mν . Inserting numbers one

finds lFS ∼ 100 which is in good agreement with Fig. 1. At smaller angular scales,

l >∼ lFS, the anisotropy comes from the Sachs-Wolfe effect during radiation domination.

For smaller l-values the anisotropy increases dramatically as the mass increases.

This can be understood as follows. As soon as neutrinos go non-relativistic the ϵk
3qψ

d ln f0

d ln q

term in Ψ̇1 begins to dominate the Boltzmann hierarchy evolution. This quickly makes
the higher l modes increase as well, and the final amplitude simply depends on the time

elapsed after neutrinos go non-relativistic.

The effect can be seen in Fig. 3 which shows the evolution of Ψ1, Ψ2 and Ψ10 for

three different neutrino masses and two different k-values. As soon as neutrinos go

non-relativistic Ψ1 immediately begins to grow, and the higher Ψl’s follow with a slight

delay for k = 0.1 h Mpc−1. This exactly matches the low l behaviour seen in Fig. 1.

mn < 0.00001 eV mn ~ 0.001 eV

mn ~ 0.01 eV mn ~ 0.1 eV

Hannestad, Brandbyge (2009)
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